ARTIFICIAL GRASS COLLECTION

MAINTENANCE FREE GRASS
PERFECT FOR EVERY ENVIRONMENT

WWW.SIGNATUREFLOORS.IE
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N O MATTER WHAT YOUR NEEDS.

WELCOME HOME TO YOUR PICTURE PERFECT
ENVIRONMENT.

No matter what your project needs, home, playground,
club or corporate installation there is a suitable Signature
grass product available that can be walked or played on
throughout the year regardless of the weather conditions.

With Signature artificial grass products you can have a
perfect looking lawn every day of the year no matter
what the weather throws at it - drought or deluge.
Manufactured from the finest raw materials Signature
Artificial Grass ranges are made to withstand the
toughest of environments from commercial installations
to home projects and provide a permanent save
alternative to natural grass.
Manufactured to the highest European standards.
UV stabilized.
Supplied with a UV resistant PP cloth & non woven
backing.
The very best blend of straight and curled fibres and
stitch rates for a natural looking quality end finish.
Highly durable and washable.
Easy to install and shape.
No more mowing, weeding, feeding, edging or
unsightly patches. Immune to wear and tear by
kids, dogs and family games. With no maintenance
worries you can afford to just sit back and relax.

Looks and feels like natural grass.

INDRA
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS COLLECTION

LIFE’S TOO BUSY FOR MOWING.
Signature grass is child and pet friendly, very comfortable
to sit or walk on and looks and feels completely natural. So
if you are fed up with muck and dirt, Signature grass can
provide a rapid, practical solution for:
Front and rear residential properties
Golf / Pitch & Putt / Bowling greens
Patio areas / balconies
Dog runs / kennels
Retail, hospitality / trade fair displays
Schools / Creches / play areas
Seating areas, cafes, clubs and smoking areas
Covering unsightly pavers and decking
Holiday homes
Commercial buildings
Patch up problem areas

Dense multi toned thatch zone
creating a very natural
appearance.

Child and pet friendly with no allergy causing grass pollen,
immune to wear and tear.

25mm pile height / 14 stitch
1,600 gr/m total weight
UV Resistant P/P cloth
PE monofilament stem with
stripes & PP monofilament curled

DAISY
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS COLLECTION

PERFECT LOOKS ALL YEAR ROUND.
Choose from one of our premium artificial lawns
and create a distinctive setting to showcase your
company or home.

Neat and tidy two tone thatch
giving a freshly mowed effect.

Perfect verdant green lawn all year round that looks and
feels just like real grass.

30mm pile height / 22 stitch
2,410 gr/m total weight
UV Resistant P/P Cloth and
non-woven fabric
PE monofilament flat with stripes
& PP monofilament curled

SADE
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS COLLECTION

SIT BACK AND RELAX.
With a Signature artificial lawn you will have
plenty of time to sit back and relax. No more
mowing, weeding, feeding or worrying about water
restrictions. Your Signature lawn will look terrific all
year round - no matter what the weather throws at it.

A Signature lawn is easy to install and cut neatly around
the edges giving your garden that show garden appearance.

Incredible softness and super hard
wearing resembling natural grass
in density and colour.
35mm pile height / 20 stitch
2,540 gr/m total weight
UV Resistant P/P cloth and
non-woven fabric
PE monofilament flat & PP
monofilament curled

BLOSSOM
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS COLLECTION

MAINTENANCE FREE.
Easy to install over existing surfaces your Signature
lawn will give you years of maintenance free lawn
care. No more mowing, weeding, feeding, edging
or unsightly patches.

Soft and luxurious, dense and
smart. Comfortable and attractive.

No more edging, watering, feeding or mowing in fact
no more maintenance at all ever !

40mm pile height / 24 stitch
2,890 gr/m total weight
UV resistant P/P cloth and
non-woven fabric
PE monofilament flat with stripes
& PP monofilament curled

GOLF
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS COLLECTION

FOR THE PERFECT GAME.
Whether it’s for golf, pitch & putt, playground or
swimming pool areas a Signature grass product is
suitable for all year round use and will give years
of satisfaction and reduce your landscaping and
maintenance costs.

Dense fibres with a perfectly
manicured finish for the perfect
game.

Perfect for clubs and community areas a Signature lawn
will give years of satisfaction.

16mm pile height / 16 stitch
3,000 gr/m total weight
UV resistant P/P cloth and
non-woven fabric
PE monofilament curled

RAINBOW

PROTECT FOR INTERIOR USE
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS COLLECTION

Join the growing trend of using artificial grass indoors and create your own unique style.
Recommended for interior use, Protect carries a CFL-S1 fire certificate and is great for just
about any indoor location you can think of as well as areas where an extra bit of safety is
required - rooftop terraces, patios, display areas, restaurant seating, walls and even furniture !

With a rainbow of colours to select from you can afford to
get creative and let your imagination run wild.

25mm pile height / 16 stitch
2,280 gr/m total weight
UV resistant P/P cloth and
non-woven fabric
PE monofilament flat with stripes
& PP monofilament curled.

Mix of light, dark green and
brown PA monofilament straight
fibres. Fully compliant with a
CFL-S1 fire certificate.
18mm pile height / 14 stitch
1, 831gr/m total weight
100% PP black with fibre locked
fleece, UV stabilized
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EQUIPMENT LIST.
It won’t take long to install Signature grass but you will need some product specific material that will ensure you
have years of trouble-free times ahead.
Gekko Speed Grass
Cutting Knife 605
Designed for cutting
the woven edge of the
Packs of replacement
artifical grass giving you blades available
better control.
Gekko Turfstikk
Seam Tape
For sealing joints together.
Available in two widths:
300mmx100m &
200mm x 100m
Gekko Turfstikk
100
High grab, fast curing
one component adhesive
designed for bonding
synthetic grass to seaming
tape.

ARDEX AF2575

7kg

One component heavy
duty adhesive.
Moisture, weather and
water resistant. Suitable
for external use.
Floorwise
Accessories
Dolphin Knife F7-510 with
holster. Professional knife,
ergonomically shaped for
better hold.

HD Hooked Blades F7-544
Araseur hooked blades. Surgical
steel. 20 x 5 = 100 per pack.
HD Straight Blades F7-546
Heavy duty blades
20x5 = 100 per pack.

ARTIFICIAL GRASS COLLECTION

All the products in the Signature Artificial
Grass Collection are fully compliant and
backed up by the latest research.
‘O’ VOC for a better environment
Anti-Ultraviolet, heat & cooling
resistance
Very good durability
Excellent wet strength and strong
turf binding
Child & pet friendly

4.
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS COLLECTION

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS.
Strip turf removing all the grass down
by an average thickness of 50mm with
a motorised turf cutter or a sharp spade.
At this stage you can also lay a lean mix
concrete around the perimeter for fixing
the grass to if you desire.

Using a rake level the area off to natural falls
as you don’t want humps and bumps
before installing the stone base. Where
there is no edge to butt into, install either
a treated timber edge or metal edging.
Lay geotextile weed membrane and install
a 50mm layer of 6-10mm sharp builders’
sand.

3.

Once complete you can install an additional layer
of the weed membrane. This is an extra layer not to
be confused with the must have layer between soil
and builders’ sand. This should be stretched out and
fixed using 4” nails around the perimeters and then
trimmed.

6.
Set and finish perimeter heights at approx. 15mm below the edge system.
Wet down the area and compact the sand using either a plank and sledge
hammer or a motorised plate compactor.

Unroll the grass and position ideally running the pile
towards the house on back gardens and the reverse on
front lawns (ie facing out). When laying the artificial grass,
ensure it fits up to the outer perimeters. Where there is an
obstacle like a tree or post fold the grass back and decide
the shortest route to cut.

Trim the factory edge to ensure that the grass rolls are butted
together evenly making sure no fibres are caught underneath. Lay
all the rolls in the same direction. Apply adhesive onto jointing tape
and spread along join surface. Place roll edge onto tape making sure
the fibres do not touch the glue. Lightly pressurize the seam to
disperse the adhesive. Ruffle the pile to disguise the joint.
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